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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made. (Y1 – Everyday materials) 

• Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock. (Y1 – Everyday materials) 

Description of activity 

The children were given a tray containing a mix of objects and samples of materials and allowed time to explore and discuss these. 
They were then asked to write down anything they knew about materials and how they might describe them. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

Max drew objects but labelled the 
drawings with the materials they 
were made from, showing a good 
understanding of the KS1 statement. 
Some of the objects he drew were 
objects he saw around the 
classroom or thought of from 
elsewhere e.g. ice. He has given a 
few properties to describe materials. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made. (Y1 – Everyday materials) 

• Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock. (Y1 – Everyday materials). 

Description of activity 

The children were given two hoops and asked to think of different ways they could sort the objects/materials. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“Sand can be hard, if it is close to 
the sea on the beach, whereas, 
where it is dry, it is softer.” 

 

 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

 Max’s group sorted in different ways 
– hard/soft, smooth/bumpy. They 
found it difficult to sort the materials 
into hard and soft as they disagreed 
about some of the materials. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Distinguish between an object and the material from which it is made. (Y1 – Everyday materials) 

• Identify and name a variety of everyday materials, including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock. (Y1 – Everyday materials) 

Description of activity 

The children were asked to think about how they could record their sorting in their books.  

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

Max has chosen to record the name 
of the material, not the object e.g. 
fabric not sock, cardboard not toilet 
roll. This again shows that he is 
secure on the Year 1 statement. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max chose to draw a table with 
three columns.  
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were asked to identify objects made of different materials that they could see in three different locations – from their seat, 
around the classroom, and in the playground. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

Max has correctly identified a range 
of objects made from each material. 
 
Max is beginning to show an 
awareness that materials are suited 
or not suited to particular uses. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max noticed that there was a 
smaller range of materials found 
in the playground. He explained 
that fabric and paper would get 
soggy outside if it rained. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were posed the question, “Which materials are suitable for making a coat?” The children were given the range of materials 
to handle and asked to predict whether they would be suitable for a coat or not. They recorded this on a prepared table. They were then 
given some additional resources and asked to test each material. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

Where the water “was sucked in” by 
the sponge and the paper towel, Max 
interpreted this as indicating that the 
material was waterproof. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max’s group chose to place the 
material over a beaker and put 
drops of water on using a pipette. 
Max observed that either “the 
water stayed on top, it was wet 
underneath or the water was 
sucked in.” 

Max records his observations in the 
prepared table and interprets his 
observations to answer the question. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

When feeding back their results to the rest of the class, some groups identified sponge as waterproof whereas other groups had not. A 
discussion followed where one child explained that it was not waterproof as the water was sucked in. Another child said the sponge 
was absorbent. The teacher then clarified the meanings of the words “waterproof” and “absorbent”. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

In this writing, Max first uses his table 
of results to select the waterproof 
materials. He then incorporates his 
new understanding about absorbent 
materials.  
 
He selects cling film as a suitable 
material for the coat as it is 
waterproof, but also includes another 
useful property – flexible.  
 
He is able to suggest other 
waterproof materials. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

Through the marking, the teacher wanted Max to think more deeply about his material choice and also to find out if he clearly 
understood the difference between absorbent and waterproof. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

The teacher was still not 
confident that Max understood 
the difference between 
waterproof and absorbent so 
asked him to explain. 
 
“Waterproof means the water 
stays on top. Absorbent means it 
is sucked in. If it stays on the top, 
it can’t be sucked in, so it can’t 
be both.” 

 

Max suggests other properties of 
cling film that do not make it so 
suitable for a coat – thin and 
breakable. The verbal comments he 
made shows he is secure on the 
properties “waterproof” and 
“absorbent”. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The class discussed how fabric, which is generally absorbent, can be made into waterproof coats. One child suggested that putting a 
layer of plastic on the fabric would make it waterproof. This prompted the teacher to add in an additional art activity to explore this idea. 
First, the children used watercolour paints to create a picture on paper. Then, they noticed how the paint was absorbed right through the 
paper. The children then used wax crayons to draw a picture and then painted over this with water colours. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“Where the wax is, the paint 
wouldn’t stay. Where there was no 
wax, the paint was absorbed right 
through the paper like before. The 
wax has made the paper 
waterproof.” 

 

Max has shown that he is 
consistently secure with the 
properties of absorption and 
waterproofness. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were shown a picture of Elastiboy and given the scenario that he could not save the planet as his costume was not stretchy 
enough. They were given some materials and ask to compare them to see how stretchy they were. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

  
 

 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max’s group pulled each in turn 
and from this were able to put 
them in order from most to least 
stretchy. 

The children were asked to choose 
how to record their results. Max 
chose to record them in ranked 
order straightaway, whereas most 
children put the results in a table first 
and then ranked them. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were then asked to use their results to choose the most appropriate material for Elastiboy’s new costume. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

 
 

When deciding on his fabric, Max 
also considers other useful 
properties such as flexibility and 
comfort. 
 
Following on from the prompt by the 
teacher in her marking, Max shows 
that he understands about 
stretchiness and is able to apply this 
by suggesting that a balloon is 
stretchy. Although this is an object 
not a material, in this context, it is 
acceptable to show understanding of 
the property. 

 Working scientifically 

 Max selected Lycra, as his group 
found it to be the most stretchy. 

  

Unprompted, Max talks about 

another useful property - flexibility 

 

balloon 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were given the scenario that the teacher has been sleeping terribly recently because, as the mornings were becoming 
brighter, the early morning sunshine was waking her up. The children then discussed solutions to her problem, and it was suggested 
that she needed better curtains in her bedroom that would not let the light through. The teacher set them the challenge of choosing 
curtains for their own bedrooms. In pairs, the children tested various materials using a torch and recorded their results in a table. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“Transparent means it lets all light 
though, like glass.” 

 

 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

The teacher did not introduce the 
science vocabulary, “transparent”. 
However, while the children were 
working, she noticed that some 
pairs, including Max and his 
partner, were using it. After the 
activity, Max explained what the 
word meant. 

 

  

The teacher also 
introduced the 
words 
“transparent”, 
“opaque” and 
“translucent” 
which were added 
to the table. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were then asked to use their results to suggest suitable materials for their own bedroom curtains, those for a baby’s room 
and shower curtains. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

 

Max confidently uses the terms 
opaque, translucent and transparent. 
He is also drawing on his previous 
learning about waterproofness. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children were shown an image of a boy in high-vis clothing and asked to discuss why he was wearing these clothes. Children 
suggested a range of ideas: some thought it was to help him be seen when it was dark; and one child suggested that he would be 
“more reflected”. The teacher then introduced the idea that the Brilliant Bag Company wanted their help in designing a reflective strip 
for their new book bags. The children were given a range of materials to handle and look at and then given a torch so they could test 
each material by shining a torch on it and looking to see how well it reflected the light. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

 Max tests the materials and orders 
them according to how much light 
they reflect. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The children then selected the best material for their reflective strip.  

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

 
 

Max explains his choice of materials 
using the word “reflect” in a way that 
shows he understands the term. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max decided to make the entire 
bag bright and reflective and 
chose shiny card at the top and 
fluorescent card at the bottom. 

Max uses his results to choose 
suitable materials for his bag. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The teacher shared a recipe for making porridge which involved cooking in a woolly saucepan. She waited for the children to react to 
this which led to a discussion about why wool might not be the best material for a saucepan and what the potential dangers might be. 
They then played a game, in pairs, which involved spinning a material and an object and deciding if the material was a good choice for 
that object to be made from or not. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“The porridge will come out as the 
saucepan is not waterproof and it 
may catch fire.” 
 
“A book made of plastic would be 
good for a baby in the bath as it is 
waterproof and will not get soggy.” 
 
“A paper wall might tear.” 

 

Max can explain why a material is 
suitable for a particular use. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

The teacher then read the poem 'A Woolly Saucepan' by Michael Rosen and the children made up their own version to share with the 
class. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

Max correctly chooses a set of 
objects and materials with 
inappropriate properties to create his 
poem. He doesn’t just base it on 
ideas generated in the previous 
activity but adds in his own ideas. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and 
stretching. 

Description of activity 

The children were given some play dough and, depending on the number they rolled on a dice, they carried out a particular action in 
order to try and create a duck. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“I am pushing out the wing, but it 
is pretty hard.” 

 

 

Max has added in additional words 
to describe how the shape of an 
object can be changed. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max followed the instruction given 
by the dice to change the shape of 
the play dough and was able to 
talk confidently about what he was 
doing. He also suggested that you 
could also use plasticene for this 
game. 
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Overall summary 

Secure 

 

Max can confidently name a wide range of materials that he has handled during the year. He is able to carry out simple tests to compare them and then use 
this evidence to choose suitable materials for particular purposes. 
 
He has shown how to change the shape of materials and can describe the actions he is using. The teacher thought he was secure but decided that she 
would revisit this later in the year in other curriculum areas. 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and 
stretching. 

Description of activity 

During the spring term, to tie in with their work about food, the children were asked to make plates of food which incorporated different 
types of food. While the children were completing this activity, the teacher used it as an opportunity to assess what they recalled about 
how to change the shape of materials. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“I pulled off little bits, so I could get 
the right shape. I flattened and 
curved them. To make the carrot, I 
rolled it into a sausage shape. I 
pushed them on hard so they 
didn’t fall off. If I bent the roll 
(sponge), it would just open up.” 

 

Max uses key science vocabulary 
confidently later in the year. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and 
stretching. 

Description of activity 

Later in the term, during an art lesson, the children created sculptures from a range of materials. Again, the teacher used this 
opportunity to talk to the children about how they were changing the shape of the materials. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

“The straws are quite rigid, but 
you can bend them. The wool is 
really flexible. I used the pipe 
cleaners and straws to make the 
sculpture and decorated it with the 
wool, which I could wrap round.” 

 

Max uses key science vocabulary 
confidently later in the year. 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 
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Year 2 Topic Uses of everyday materials 

 

Focus of assessment (National Curriculum statements) 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a variety of everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and 
cardboard, for particular uses. 

Description of activity 

As the teacher felt that some of the children in the class were not secure, in the summer term, she decided to carry out an additional 
talk activity to enable her to work more specifically with these children while those that were already secure worked more independently 
on another investigation. 
 
For the children who were already secure, after making their model food plates, the teacher showed them how these plates were not 
very suitable for holding real food. They were asked to think about what properties the plate material would require and then decide a 
property to focus on and test. 

 

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

Oral evidence Examples of work Knowledge 

 

 

 

Teacher observations Working scientifically 

Max’s group selected a range of 
materials and decided to test them 
to see how strong they were. 

Max suggests a range of materials 
to test and makes a prediction using 
correct scientific vocabulary. 
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